ROCKY MOUNTAIN CLUB WILL \ BECOME \ AN \ OFFICIAL \ COMPANY \ OF \ THE \ UNIVERSITY \

WILL \ BEGUN \ FOR \ LAFAYETTE TILT \ 11

JUNIORS PLAN \ FESTIVE WEEK

WORK BEGUN FOR \ first \ time \ since \ work \ was \ started \ last \ week. \ There \ were \ "The Magic Skins," \ "The \ Rice," \ "From a College Window," \ "Brother \ Joseph," \ "The \ Great \ Dictator," \ "Mary Poppins." \ The \ "Oregon\" \ was \ shown. \ "The \ Traveling \ King." \ "The \ Blue \ Skies," \ by \ Shubert, \ and \ "The \ Oregon\" \ by \ Parkin.

ARRANGE TENTATIVE PROGRAM

In \ accordance \ with \ custom \ the \ members \ of \ the \ junior \ class \ will \ select one \ or more \ productions \ for \ presentation \ in \ the \ Livingston \ Theatre. \ The \ present \ class \ is \ said \ to \ include \ a \ large \ number \ of \ students \ who \ will \ prepare \ plays \ for \ the \ production. \ The \ selection \ will \ be \ made \ by \ the \ junior \ committee, \ which \ will \ meet \ in \ Room 101 of \ the \ University \ Club \ to \ plan \ the \ program. \ The \ production \ will \ take \ place \ September 26th. \ The \ date \ is \ fixed \ by \ the \ advancement \ of \ the \ theatre. \ The \ student \ committee \ has \ already \ decided \ that \ the \ program \ will \ include \ music, \ poetry, \ and \ dramatics. \ The \ program \ will \ be \ announced \ later.

C. A. DISCUSSION LEADERS CHosen

APPOINTMENTS \ AS \ REGULAR \ OFFICERS \ OF \ THE \ VARSITY \ BASEBALL \ TEAM \ have \ been \ made \ and \ announcements \ will \ be \ made \ by \ the \ Varsity \ Club. \ The \ new \ officers \ are: \ President, \ John \ Phillips; \ Vice-President, \ Charles \ Wright; \ Secretary, \ Robert \ Taylor; \ Treasurer, \ Charles \ Miller.

PASSIVE CONTINUE \ ORGANIZED \ REGULARLY \ \ MUCH \ their \ physical \ condition, \ several \ of \ the \ regular \ varsity \ players \ were \ unable \ to \ attend. \ The \ team \ practiced \ on \ the \ practice \ field \ for \ about \ an \ hour. \ The \ team \ lined \ up \ with \ their \ men. \ The \ drills \ were \ conducted \ by \ the \ coaches, \ who \ directed \ the \ players \ in \ various \ phases \ of \ the \ game. \ The \ practice \ was \ designed \ to \ prepare \ the \ team \ for \ the \ coming \ football \ season. \ The \ practice \ will \ continue \ at \ regular \ intervals \ until \ the \ beginning \ of \ the \ season. \ The \ practice \ will \ be \ held \ at \ 4:30 \ p.m. \ daily \ on \ the \ practice \ field. \ The \ team \ will \ be \ ready \ for \ the \ opening \ game, \ which \ is \ scheduled \ for \ September 26th, \ against \ Varsity. \ The \ team \ will \ wear \ their \ regular \ uniforms \ for \ the \ practice. \ The \ practice \ will \ be \ held \ in \ the \ Varsity \ Club, \ which \ will \ be \ used \ as \ a \ changing \ room.

LIBRARIANS SELECT \ "FIVE \ BOOKS\" \ TO \ ADD \ TO \ THE \ UNIVERSITY \ BOOKS \ in \ the \ main \ library. \ The \ selection \ is \ made \ by \ the \ librarians, \ who \ announce \ their \ decisions \ at \ the \ beginning \ of \ the \ academic \ year. \ The \ selections \ are \ made \ to \ add \ to \ the \ collection \ of \ books \ in \ the \ library. \ The \ books \ selected \ for \ this \ year \ are: \ "The \ Magic \ Skins," \ "The \ Rice," \ "From \ a \ College Window," \ "Brother \ Joseph," \ "The \ Great \ Dictator," \ "Mary Poppins." \ The \ "Oregon\" \ was \ shown. \ "The \ Traveling \ King." \ "The \ Blue \ Skies," \ by \ Shubert, \ and \ "The \ Oregon\" by \ Parkin.

ENTHUSIASM \ BROKE \ OUT \ EASY \ 

I \ was \ unable \ to \ wait \ for \ the \ evening \ to \ come. \ The \ students \ were \ out \ in \ force \ and \ the \ enthusiasm \ was \ high \ for \ the \ opening \ game. \ The \ students \ hailed \ the \ team \ and \ the \ coaches \ were \ cheered \ loudly. \ The \ game \ was \ a \ close \ one \ and \ the \ students \ were \ eager \ to \ see \ the \ outcome. \ The \ game \ was \ a \ good \ one \ and \ the \ students \ were \ pleased \ with \ the \ result. \ The \ game \ was \ a \ close \ one \ and \ the \ students \ were \ eager \ to \ see \ the \ outcome. \ The \ game \ was \ a \ good \ one \ and \ the \ students \ were \ pleased \ with \ the \ result.

First-Year Men \ Addressed \ by \ President \ at \ Reception \ for \ Freshmen. \ The \ president \ of \ the \ university \ addressed \ the \ first-year \ men \ at \ the \ Freshman \ Reception. \ He \ spoke \ on \ the \ subjects \ of \ "The \ Importance \ of \ College \ Education." \ The \ reception \ was \ held \ in \ the \ University \ Club. \ The \ president \ thanked \ the \ students \ for \ their \ efforts \ and \ encouraged \ them \ to \ continue \ their \ studies. \ The \ reception \ was \ a \ success \ and \ the \ students \ were \ pleased \ with \ the \ address. \ The \ reception \ was \ held \ in \ the \ University \ Club. \ The \ president \ thanked \ the \ students \ for \ their \ efforts \ and \ encouraged \ them \ to \ continue \ their \ studies.

"MEN \ TO \ DIRECT \ REUNIONS." \ The \ president \ of \ the \ university \ addressed \ the \ first-year \ men \ at \ the \ Freshman \ Reception. \ He \ spoke \ on \ the \ subjects \ of \ "The \ Importance \ of \ College \ Education." \ The \ reception \ was \ held \ in \ the \ University \ Club. \ The \ president \ thanked \ the \ students \ for \ their \ efforts \ and \ encouraged \ them \ to \ continue \ their \ studies. \ The \ reception \ was \ a \ success \ and \ the \ students \ were \ pleased \ with \ the \ address. \ The \ reception \ was \ held \ in \ the \ University \ Club. \ The \ president \ thanked \ the \ students \ for \ their \ efforts \ and \ encouraged \ them \ to \ continue \ their \ studies.

"MEN \ TO \ DIRECT \ REUNIONS." \ The \ president \ of \ the \ university \ addressed \ the \ first-year \ men \ at \ the \ Freshman \ Reception. \ He \ spoke \ on \ the \ subjects \ of \ "The \ Importance \ of \ College \ Education." \ The \ reception \ was \ held \ in \ the \ University \ Club. \ The \ president \ thanked \ the \ students \ for \ their \ efforts \ and \ encouraged \ them \ to \ continue \ their \ studies. \ The \ reception \ was \ a \ success \ and \ the \ students \ were \ pleased \ with \ the \ address. \ The \ reception \ was \ held \ in \ the \ University \ Club. \ The \ president \ thanked \ the \ students \ for \ their \ efforts \ and \ encouraged \ them \ to \ continue \ their \ studies.
NOTICES

SPORTS

Basketball—Mens' games Tuesdays at 8 o'clock, Wednesdays at 7 o'clock. Season ends June 15.

Wrestling—Freshman team meets at 4 o'clock today.

Crew—All men rowing in the Fall Crew Men's will be able to take special examination this week in B. A. and Accounting by reading in their names to the departmental office.

Golf—All candidates for the manorial and the banking department are advised to meet at the departmental office.

Swimming—Swimming meet will be held at 2 o'clock this afternoon.

Soccer—All candidates for the varsity and freshman teams must meet at 4 o'clock today.

The swimming meet is expected to end at 4 o'clock this afternoon.

The varsity and freshman soccer teams must report to the football office from 4 to 6 o'clock today.

The varsity and freshman tennis teams must report to the junior tennis committee.

The varsity and freshman baseball teams must report to the baseball committee.

The varsity and freshman track teams must report to the track committee.

The varsity and freshman basketball teams must report to the basketball committee.

The varsity and freshman football teams must report to the football committee.

The varsity and freshman wrestling teams must report to the wrestling committee.

The varsity and freshman tennis teams must report to the tennis committee.
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Haberdashery

Distinctive Togs that lift one out of commonplace—Unique in the fact of the moderate pricing.

KNOX HATS
- Ferro & Company -
1332 Chestnut St.

Adjusting Garket Theatre

The Slickest Coat on the Campus!

Standard Student

No one will confuse college men in winter with the woolen, coalesced, snow-covered medieval thing at more or less possible for rough weather and chilly days. Made of handsome, all-weather proofed silk fabric. Has all the wear and tear of polo and classic at washable.

Camel-camel style

Bottom closing style

Wore a garment in your memory, and buy no other. The "Standard Student" is made only by the Standard Student Cloth Co., 384 E. 82d St.

Step one at
Brookings, King & Co., 153 Chestnut Street
College Book and Supply Store, 3405 Woodland Avenue

For better skill and service,
Tailoring Cleaning Pressing

Jee GOLDEN
33088 Woodland Ave.
Phone Preston 1515

Special Discount to Students
Scott and Thomas Opticians

successors to Fox Optical Co. 1719 Chestnut Street

Sheepishly constructed garments are equal to those for which we would be obliged to exact much higher prices, were we to purchase them instead of making them ourselves.

George J. Thomson
Tuxedo Suits while they last $29.50
3615 Woodland Avenue
TAILOR
To Men Who Know

The Marguerite Walz Studio
1604 Walnut Street

H. ZAMSKY
Portraits of Distinction
136 South 53rd St.
Belmont 297

Special Discount to Students Clubs and Fraternities

Why Pay the Merchant Tailor a Profit When You Can Buy Direct From Us and save Money.

By having your suits at overcoats full dress and tuxedo's made-to-order

HALOREN
CUT, MAKE AND TRIM CO.
4th Floor, 440 Market St.
PHILADELPHIA

Special Discount

The Pen that made the Grade

Will Help You Make It Too

ONE reason alone that the P.A. Duofold is invaluable to students is because this writing instrument was designed and manufactured in America! It's the pen that has rewritten the handwriting of many a college student. It's the pen that has written its way into the hands of students everywhere. The Duofold is not a mere pen; it has the精度 of writing instruments used in leading universities and colleges.

Give yourself a flying start this year by getting Duofold this week.

PARKER PEN COMPANY
JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN
LAFAYETTE VINDICATED

College and university throughout the country need to be the inculcative victims of consensus newspapers—papers written by men who make no attempt to learn the truth, but who think they are the spokesmen and representatives of those concerning whom they write. They are in the grip of the modern source of news—what they publish becomes their modern conscience.

These radical reporters fail to realize that the absence of the quotation marks upon the newspaper is a great benefit for the news. To have the most moral conclusions, they have not forgotten that the facts are such that in possessing a powerful weapon, they can only strike a blow whenF

The fact that no difficulty was encountered in taking the University town of life and making much ado about nothing. It was so the eyes of the people, and there was until we had made the students believe in it that unless students believed in it as true students, and I was made to do the administration and faculty would have a Democratic major creamed down their throats. It is true, then, our American college has a chance to win.

The author then goes on to discuss the importance of maintaining a sense of truth and integrity in the administration and faculty, and the need for the students to stand up for what is right.

Prove that precisely what is put into the making of clothes is what the weavers gets out of the cloth.

There is no substitute for real quality in cut, tailoring, trimming and finishing. It is the application of these principles that has made Adler Collegian Clothes so reliable and popular.

Campus Shop, 3649 Woodland Ave.

have long looked for a suitable connection with a quality clothing manufacturers. At last the opportunity has presented itself to render Adler Collegian Clothes--the finest fabrics at the price that money can buy.

Come in today and inspect ADLER COLLEGIAN CLOTHES. A hearty welcome awaits you.

Adler Collegian Overcoats from $30 up
Adler Collegian Suit from $35 up

Headquarters for

ADLER COLLEGIAN CLOTHES

THE PENNSYLVIANIAN

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1923

Night Editors of this Issue

JOSEPH P. HUGGS
JAMES CRAWFORD

A BIG MIX-UP

Continuance relied on the campus the next day. After two hours devoted to solemn demonstration, the students found themselves, and perhaps more than a few in tears of the usual hour of gain was then to be continued but happy. Causing in all my life never was more precious to the students, I am sure in the name of the nation caused unfavorable impression. This, moreover, may hap, unintentionally, what we have written. We have made an attempt to present this action so, that if the facts retained, together with the facts above, that the students body seems to have done. We made the statement that an unfavorable body would not help the team. We can understand the circumstances which prompt this action.

We are not quite sure as to the psychology which caused the action of the underclassmen. It is not clear in why they should have mixed the words of the man who has so gracefully guided Pennsylvania's football destiny this fall. We have known a spirit with which every freshman graduate has boasted the team and the coaches this year. We have no knowledge concerning yesterday's game, for we prefer to call it a "Let's not forget that the author then goes on to discuss the importance of maintaining a sense of truth and integrity in the administration and faculty, and the need for the students to stand up for what is right.

Prove that precisely what is put into the making of clothes is what the weavers gets out of the cloth.

There is no substitute for real quality in cut, tailoring, trimming and finishing. It is the application of these principles that has made Adler Collegian Clothes so reliable and popular.

Campus Shop, 3649 Woodland Ave.

have long looked for a suitable connection with a quality clothing manufacturers. At last the opportunity has presented itself to render Adler Collegian Clothes--the finest fabrics at the price that money can buy.

Come in today and inspect ADLER COLLEGIAN CLOTHES. A hearty welcome awaits you.

Adler Collegian Overcoats from $30 up
Adler Collegian Suit from $35 up

Headquarters for
The Reliable Cafe

HOME COOKING

Like Mother Makes

Communion Meal

Tickets $3 $5 $7

338 WOODLAND AVE.

We Teach Ballroom Dancing, manicuring, including Wall's and Foxtrot. All comedy & news films.

A University Professor said--

"I wish all the students knew this Cafeteria, and ate here."

He explained further that he wanted them to eat in a wholesome, well-prepared food. It's roomy, welcome environment.

clothing--distinctive, tastefully tailored, in line with the demands of discriminating men. Prices are reasonable and start at $8.00.

We specialize in Sport Apparel

Golf Specialty Shop

40 S. 17th Street

PHILA., PA.

A Balanced blend that brings you back for another pack.

L. E. HARDMUTH'S

KOH-I-NOOR

PENCILS

MADE IN 17 DEGREES

Can be supplied by

HOUSTON CLUB BOOK STORE

HOUSTON HALL

40th and Market
Betty Blythe
Sinner or Saint

COMEDY & NEWS FILMS

6 Acts of Real Vaudevile

Taking the kick out of a beard

AFTERTSHAVE, does your face sting--feel itched? Don't blame it on your face. The fact is: the after-shave you use is unsuitable.

Unless your beard is properly managed by a tripsy, pleasant shaving cream with just the correct degree of antiseptic, the kera-tote mailce grade gins dull and cold.

3 shaving brush comforts

You will find this Rubberset Brush is gentle to the hand, yet strong enough to do the work.

Rubbing in the lather with your fingers becomes unnecessary.

Your beard, however tough, will stand a more vigorous treatment.
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You'll All Be Singing This One

Always

Something Something

NEW on Brunswick Records

Margaret Young

Sings

249-The Popp, Better Wynch

Somebody's Wrong

Other popular songs on Brunswick Records

There is a problem of domestic routine, wherein the last word is often spoken by the wife. However, if the husband has a suggestion, he should submit it to his wife, who will probably accept it, even if it is 'improvised.' If you do not like your husband's suggestion, tell him so. He may then suggest another, which you may also say is 'improved.' If your husband's suggestion is not accepted, it will be left to his own good judgment to make it workable. Always remember that the use of a suggestion in business and at home should be approached with caution, as some persons may misinterpret it. If your husband's suggestion is accepted, he may try to turn it into a money-making proposition. If he fails, do not try again, but seek another husband who is more enterprising.